In this note a new development of the variational method due to G. M. Golusin will be given. The Golusin variational method, found in Geometrische Funktionentheorie [l, pp. 96-105], is established there only after rather lengthy and tedious considerations. Below, the interior variational formula of M. M. Schiffer [2] is used and the Golusin variation is quickly and easily obtained.
The Schiffer variation as used herein may be stated as follows. If
(1) z* = z + tk(z) (e small) maps the boundary C of the simply-connected domain D schlicht onto the boundary C* of the simply-connected domain D*, then the variation ôg(f, rf) =g*(f, 17) -g(f, r¡) of the Green's function is given by the formula
where p(z, r¡) is the analytic completion of the Green's function g(z, r¡) of D and T is a curve in D homotopic to C and such that the domain A bounded by Y is contained in D*.
Theorem (Golusin) . Let z=f(w), regular and schlicht in \w\ <1, map \w\ <1 onto a domain D containing z = 0 in such a way that /(0) = 0. Let z* = F(w, e) be regular as a function of w and e for r ;S | w \ <1 and I e| <e0; and for each e, 0<e<e0, let z*= F(w, e) be schlicht in r^\w\ < 1. Furthermore, suppose that for all w in r û\i»\ < 1 and small e we have F(w, e) = f(w) + tq(w) + 0(t2).
Denote by D* the simply-connected domain obtained by taking the union of the image of r ^ | w\ < 1 (under z* = F(w, e)) and the domain bounded by the image of \w\ =r (under z* = F(w, e)). Then for one of the func- p=-oo n--00
The coefficient of «r1 is Z»-o W in (5) and -Z*--« o»«"n in (6). is valid in \w\ <1.
